SPEAKER INFORMATION

Date: Thursday, November 12, 2020
Event: “COVID-19 and the New Norm” Panel
Time: 2:00 pm – 2:50 pm

Laurel Farrer
Founder
Distribute Consulting and the Remote Work Association
Phone: 860 322 1292
remotework@laurelfarrer.com

The founder of Distribute Consulting and the Remote Work Association, Laurel Farrer starts, strengthens and leverages virtual workforces to solve corporate and socioeconomic concerns.

A global thought leader on the topic of remote work, Ms. Farrer collaborates with businesses and governments to eliminate virtual worker discrimination, prevent policy retraction, increase remote job accessibility, train distributed leaders, and design economic initiatives. She also shares her expertise as a Forbes contributor, subject matter expert for business education curricula, and virtual software product advisor.